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UPS Students "Have the Sack." Use Common Study break during midterms.

For a lighter look at this time of the semester, see page 5
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EDITORIAL
Taking the Initiatives to Task
By M. Scott Hamilton
On November 2nd, a privilege and
duty accorded us as citizens under
the political system of the United
States, the right to vote, presents
itself in all its glory. Unfortunately, if
results of previous elections are any
indication, one segment of the voting
population which will least show itself
at the polls is that group of 18 to
mid-20 year olds sometimes called
"young adults." Since most students
of UPS fall into this category, they
should consider the following
statements carefully. This is not
another cry against student apathy
coming from the crusading editor; I
get as tired of those as the next guy.
What it is is an attempt to let students
know that the issues being decided at
the polls next Tuesday concern them
(yes, UPS students are affected by
the outside world!) In Washington
State, three initiatives and a
substitute senate joint resolution will
be put to the test of the ballot. None
of the four proposals can be easily
figured out as to their precise effect
on students and Washington citizens
in general. As usual, there are vehe-

ment arguments on both sides of
these issues. However, rather than
go into great depth to explain these
arguments, I will instead present a
surface look at what the 1982 voters
pamphlet notes as the effects of the
four state ballot measures, if approved into law, as well as a few predictions of my own.
Initiative 412 has the overall ballot
title: "Shall the maximum interest rate
on retail sales be the higher of 12 percent or 1 percent of the federal discount rate?" It concerns interest rates
on retail credit - "bank card, store
cards and retail installment
contracts." This initiative, if passed ,
would, in the views of it's proponents,
"send a message to govenment that
all interest rates must come down."
According to these people, the "big
banks" were strong forces influencing the change in Washington's former
usury law in 1981 upward to an 18
percent interest limit.
Opponents to 412 claim the initiative "threatens our credit rights
and credit security, and hurts the
people who need credit the most."
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They say that 412 will greatly tighten
credit, keep jobs out of Washington
and will actually "have the opposite of
its intended effect", in forcing
retailers to restrict credit to people
and raise prices. Finally, they make
the point that 'the people of
Washington do not set national
monetary policy.
The proponents of Initiative 412
use the basic "big banks and big
business against the little guy and
small business" arguments which
we've all heard countless times
before. The opponents say just the
opposite - that passing 412 will hurt
all of us and raise prices and end jobs.
The question is, which side does one
believe? The lines are clearly drawn
here, at least on one side. Labor is for
it, as are Democrats such as Art
Wang of the 27th District. Here's my
opinion: The voters will believe the
proponents and 412 will be approved on November 2.

Initiative 414, the so-called bottlebill, officially sets up a "system requiring a minimum five cent refund on
sales of beer, malt and carbonated
beverage containers." (See the Trail,
Oct. 22.) Basically, I believe that this
initiative wastes a lot of everyone's
time, and wastes my money in being
put on the ballot. Similar measures
have been rejected many times
before, beverage containers total less
than 6 percent of litter in Washington
State, and just about all businesses
who would be affected are against it.
If you drink beer or pop, you should
probably be against it too, as all indications are that if passed, the cost
of your favorite carbonated beverage
will go up (a six pack of beer an
average of 55 cents). I say, raise the
fines for littering, stringently enforce
the laws against those who litter, but
keep our current youth road litter
crews working. Most litter is paper
anyway. My opinion: Initiative 414
will fail miserably.

Next is Initiative 435, which would
replace sales taxes on food and state
corporate business and occupation
taxes with a 10 percent tax on corporate income. Proponents of the initiative include smiling Jim McDermott, the suprised loser in the 1980
gubernatorial contest to John
Spellman. They claim that the food tax
is unfair and regressive and hurts
poor and middle income people. They
also claim that the best alternative is
the 10 percent tax on corporate profits. Many people see 435 as a thinlyveiled attempt to force businesses to
join McDermott's tax reform movement in Olympia, as the removal and
replacing of the food and B&O taxes
withe the 10 percent corporate income tax will leave the state with a
$150 million shortfall and a need for
such tax reform.
Opponents to 435 claim that we
don't need the Initiative to end the
food tax as it must end in June by law
anyway. They say that 435 "cuts
funds for schools and seniors, ex-

tends recession and prolongs
unemployment." Many opponents
believe that 435 is just a publicity and
point-getting ploy by McDermott to
prepare his image for another try at
the Governor's office in 1984, which
is probably right. Will Initiative 435 be
approved November 2? This measure
is extremely confusing in every
sense. My opinion: It will fall, if only
because people are afraid of more
budget cuts.

Finally, Senate Joint Resolution
143 proposes a constitutional
amendment to allow "financing of
public improvements." The proponents of this resolustion say that it
"provides a new way to raise private
investment dollars for local public improvements." They claim that it will
bring new jobs, strengthen local
economies, and won't raise property
taxes. They also cite the facts that
"both Democratic and Republican
legislative leaders included it in their
Economic Recovery Programs," and
the , "it was passed by two-thirds of
our state legislators" and is supported by both labor and business
leaders.
Opponents to SJR 143 say it will
raise property taxes for citizens living
near redevelopment project areas,
will hurt small business and eliminate
jobs by creating unfair, publicly subsidized developments, will increase
interest rates by forcing greater competition for investor funds, and will
destroy neighborhoods. They claim
that, "In 1973 a very similar tax increment financing constitutional amendment (HJR 22)" was rejected by the
voters "by a margin of nearly 3 to 1."
SJR 143 has been given a lot of
consideration by legislators on both
sides of the aisles, and was passed.
What will the voters say at the polls?
My opinion: Business and labor together?
The opponents have no chance. 143 will be
approved.

So there it is, a surface description
of the issues with accompanying
editorial comment. This piece is not
intended to be a voter's guide, but is
instead an attempt at letting you, the
readers, know about the basic issues
confronting you at the polls. Read the
Official Voters Pamphlet in detail
before casting your Initiative votes
either way, or voting for a specific
candidate for an office. Know the
issues in depth. It's your privilege and
your duty as an "adult American
citizen." Make your voice heard.
VOTE NOVEMBER 2ND!!
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LETTERS...
Trail Editor:
On behalf of the Academic Standards Committee, I would like to commend Scott Hamilton for his recent
editorial opposing the purchasing of
research papers. This editorial provided a much-needed reminder to
students about the importance of
academic honesty. With mid-terms
approaching we would like to take this
opportunity to emphasize the importance of honesty in the academic
community. As the 1982-83
Academic Handbook states, it is expected that student work will be "independently thoughtful and responsible to its sources of information and
inspiration."
Academic dishonesty is one of the
most serious violations of University
regulations. Dishonesty includes, but
is not limited to "plagiarism; submitting the same paper for credit in
more than one class without prior permission; cheating on examinations;
mistreatment of library materials; and
forgery."
We would like to warn students not
to fall victim to the fallacy of common
practice in this case. The belief that
"everyone else is doing it, so I can" is
not only inaccurate, but it will also be
of no use if a student is caught in an
act of dishonesty. Verified instances
of dishonest conduct will result in
serious consequences, which can include expulsion from the university.
Yours truly,
David Droge, Chair
Academic Standards Committee
Dear Editor,
Since my arrival at UPS, I've heard
various students express the need of
finding a key to political understanding and involvement on campus.
I've also seen many positive expressions of this. The beginnings of the
College Republicans and the Nuclear
Teach-In serve as examples. But the
best springboard to political
awareness at UPS has been the
showing of "Missing".
This film illustrates clearly U.S. involvement abroad by examining U.S.
backing of the 1973 Chilean military
coup. In addition, it illustrates
American animosity towards that action. Finally, "Missing" provokes
thought on U.S. foreign policy and
Reagan's subsequent East-West
dichotomy.
It's important to examine the im-
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plications of "Missing" in light of our
current emphasis on military expansionism in Central America. We have
justified this type of action - selling of
arms, using of advisors and funding of
military build-ups - by declaring
revolution in Latin America as Soviet
expansionism. However, by looking
at history this notion becomes ridiculous. We must look at our tamperings beyond Chile to find the keys to
current Latin American rebellion.
Forty-nine years ago the U.S.
backed a coup in Nicaragua which
brought to power the Somoza regime.
As a right-wing dictatorship, the
Somoza's slaughtered the commoners right and left. Their greed and
mismanagement perpetuated the extreme poverty of a nation which has
been historically exploited by dollar
diplomacy. It was this reign of terror
which led to the 1979 leftist revolution and take-over in Nicaragua. But
the U.S. didn't learn her lesson there.
Now we are meddling in El Salvador,
doing our utmost to keep the right in
power. It's better for American
monetary interests that way.
In the meantime, 10 percent of the
Salvadoran population holds 90 percent of the wealth, 20 percent holds
80 percent of the land. In 18 months
the economy has shrunk by 1/3. Unemployment and inflation are both in
upwards of 30 percent. The average
income of a family of 5 is $675 annually. In other words, people can't
survive. In addition, the military junta
is responsible for some 200 to 300
civilian deaths weekly.
Understandably, the people are
angry and revolting. Yet the U.S.
refuses to recognize this as an event
of human suffering. Rather, we label it
as an East-West struggle. Perhaps
this is justifiable, but it is imperative to
explore what is behind it.
If the West is representative of the
right and the East of the left, need of
the label and justification for it is clear
(although continuously naive). It is the
right which has inflicted these ails and
anguish of these nations. Our own
voting experience should tell us
unhappiness in the populace mandates change. A fundamental change
in these right-dominated nations
means a turn to the left.
We think we've "lost" Central
America to the Soviets, but we
haven't, at least not yet. We've simply
witnessed a turn-over to new
systems. And these are, by no

means, permanent. Nicaragua, for example, is currently experiencing a
movement against the left. You see, it
is a cycle - an effort to find a government that works without domination.
We must recognize human suffering. We must recognize human needs
and compassion. We must come to
understand the search for a governmental system which will work, which

which will end bloodshed. Then and
only then will the United States be
able to formulate a lasting, respected
foreign policy. Only then will "Missings" become obsolete.
And only then will UPS students indeed, all Americans - find their keys
to political understanding.
Sincerely,
Krista Goldstine

will solve the economic plight and
Editor's Note: The Feminist Student Union submitted a second letter last weak in response to Jay
Edgerton's reply to their first letter
which the Trail printed. The second
letter was not printed because we

felt both sides of the "Dos Equis"
issue had been adequately
represented. This "both sides"
policy will be continued in future
issues of the Trail. We are sorry If
this policy led to any bad feelings.

A QuickLetter
Horne

by Steve Campion

Dear Mom and Dad,
This is the end of the seventh week
here at UPS. I am getting along fine.
My roommate, Bill, is one of those
people who needs a cause. You
know the type: Save the whales; no
nukes; buy Huggies disposable
diapers. He's been driving me up the
wall all term but I've managed to stay
away from him lately. You see, we
don't have the same type of friends.
He doesn't drink.
The rumors about the food on college campuses are well-founded.
Years ago some guy here thought
that if you called the cafeteria the
Great hall you would get great food.
That guy flunked out in his junior year.
I am not just ranking on the food to
complain. Last week my dinner
crawled off the tray, sat down beside
me and asked me to pass the ketchup.
My classes? They are alright. The
lectures are not as boring as I expected. My science prof. spent the
hour of last Thursday's class talking
about the World Series. He knows
his baseball. The tuition was worth it.
The reading is the only real bummer, so far. We've been assigned
books about bizarre people like
Hester Prynne and Huck Finn and
some Hamlet dude. Whatever happened to curious George and the Man
with the Yellow Hat? I haven't found
any of their books in the library. It's no
wonder: I haven't found anything
there. This library doesn't have the
Dewey Decimal System like back
home. The books are arranged ely
letters. Unless you know the
alphabet by heart you're stuck.
Thank you for the box of cookies
you sent. My roommate told me they

were good. He has a kleptomania
problem He reminds me of Tommy.
Do you remember when he always
took my socks, rolled them up in balls
and put them in his drawer? I can still
see your expression when you found
seventy-five pairs of socks in his
dresser.
Anyway , you can slow down your
letters a bit. It's kind of embarrassong
to get a letter from home three times a
week, even if the dog stopped wetting the living room rug. I promise to
write a little more often. I realize this
is my first letter to you this fall but I've
been keeping busy. After the football
games, the parties, lunch, and dinner,
there is little time to write letters.
Studying is tough too. The people
in the room across the hall from me
have a party every night until twelve.
Their stereo is loud and people are
always laughing. By the time I get
back to my own room it's time to
sleep.
We took our midterm exams during
the last two weeks. I did okay on two
of them. I understood most of the
questions and my essays were long if
that means anything. My psychology
test was a bit harder. We actually had
to know who people like Erich Fromm
and Karl Jung were. By the way,
Freud was a kinky dude.
The great stone walls of this intellec
tual cathedral are beckoning me.
(Like that?! used it on an English
essay.) I've got to go now . Becky
and Dave just told me that our side of
the dorm is having a mass study session at Pizza Haven tonight. I'll write
later.
Your son,
Ben.
P.S. Please send more money.

SHARE THE
COST
OF
UVING
Give to the American Cancer Society.

1107 N.E. 45th ST.
Seattle, Wa. 98105
(206) 632-0634
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OPINION

This

Is

By Mitch Briskey and
Gorham Bowler
This is a story our national news
media considered not newsworthy. A
story of racial conflict, of mass
demonstration and of capricious and
brutal police action, but the media
through their indifference prevents it
from becoming news.
One Oct. 14, Bill Wilkinson, imperial wizard of the KKK, appeared on
a Boston television talk show. During
the taping, Mr. Wilkinson was attacked by a black whose stomach he had
turned. Wilkinson called for a KKK
demonstration the very next Saturday, Oct. 16, to protest "the insolence of a member of one of the inferior races." Civil rights leaders, both
black and white called for a
counterdemonstration. The battle
lines were drawn.
On one side, the Klan: intolerant,
white supremists that they are; proponents of the oppression and
discrimination of anybody and everbody except White Anglo-Saxon Protestant males; remnants of the past,
an ugly and bloody past, an irrational
past, but a past that we as. Americans
share and have only partially
transcended.
On the other side, the civil rights activists: militant, empassioned, and

even violent people who have fought
societal injustice on the streets and
are willing if not ready to do it again.
On Saturday, Oct. 16, the Klan attempts to demonstrate in front of
Boston City Hall. Ten thousand civil
rights enthusiasts angrily present
themselves in opposition to all that
the Klan has stood for as personified
by Wilkinson and his band of 20th
Century apologists for slavery. The
Boston police, cognizant of the
volatile situation, are present in full
force. The Klansmen, equiped with
police protection, still attempt to
assert their legitimate right to
demonstrate.
The civil rights crowd becomes
more enraged. A few of the most extreme members of this throng throw
bottles and mace at a few of the
Klansmen as well as Boston
policemen protecting them. Tension
rises and tempers explode as the
chief of the Boston police, who is present, orders the Klan evacuated for
their own protection. The police
remove the Klan in "paddy wagons"
and take them home. The crowd
vehemently protests this "official"
benevolence towards the KKK,
whose hooded robes symbolize the
lynching of innocent sharecroppers
and the members of freedom marches.

Peace
Corps

Being a Peace Corps volunteer means taking what you
know, sharing it with hers, and learning about life in
another country, anoth - culture.
Developing nations want to grow more food to feed their
people . . . improve schools and expand public education
provide adequate shelter and clean drinking water . .
insure good health care and basic nutrition . . . build roads
and transportation systems.
The person who becomes a Peace Corps volunteer must
have a strong committment to helping other people. He or
she must be willing to learn their language . . . appreciate
their culture . . . and live modestly among them.
If this sounds like you, we'd like to show you the many
opportunities beginning soon in 60 developing nations. You
can apply now for any
FILM SEMINAR:
openings beginning in
Library, Room 17
the next 12 months.
Noon

I

The
toughest
job you'll
ever love

INFORMATION:

Wed., Nov. 3
Student Union Lobby
9 a.m.-noon. 1 p.m.-4 P.m.

INTERVIEWS:
Thurs., Nov. 4
Career Planning and Placement
Center, Rm 225
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
(bring completed application to interview)

Not

News?

The police decide that they have
had enough. After all, a few of their
members were assaulted slightly.
They decide that the civil rights activists have demonstrated long
enough; they have caused the police
enough trouble. Virtually, the entire
Boston police force descends upon
the crowd. Riot police complete with
helmets and shields lead the
onslaught wielding riot sticks. They
arbitrarily club people in the crowd in
pursuit of their goal of dispersal.
While fellow officers on horseback
plunge themselves into the mass of
hurling bodies like projectiles. The
Boston police showed them; that
demonstration ended; that is, after all
the ambulances had hauled off the injured.
We are well aware of the fact that
many readers consider this event
trivial and not important. We think not
for the following reasons.
The action of the Boston police
force violated the civil rights of those
demonstraters assaulted. In the same
way that the KKK had a constitutional
right to demonstrate, everyone who
protested them had an equal right. A
small minority of the crowd committed
crimes by throwing bottles, etc.---the
police had a right to pursue them,
they decided not to do so. Instead,
they assaulted the entire group of

people, lawful citizens included.
These people did not receive "Due
Process of Law" before punishment.
(A police nightstick alongside the
head is punishment.) This type of
governmental behavior is intolerable
and cannot be reconciled withing the
framework of our ideals.
Where was the American mass
media? Why was this not newsworthy? The N.Y. Times carried only a
page 30 picture with a twenty word
caption in their October 17 edition.
The Associated Press, our national
news broker, only picked up the
simplified, self-serving police
dispatch. There is something ominous
here. Foreign police quell foreign
demonstrators and it is front page
headlines and 6 o'clock news. Is the
media trying to make an American
problem disappear by ignoring it? Incredibly high minority unemployment
coupled with the unsolved problems
of the past intensified by our present
governmental indifference adds up to
a dangerous equation. If the majority
of our society refuses to recognize
the grim relations which lie under the
social fabric of our cities, in particular
and our country in general, then we
might be asking for intense racial
strife in the future. The price of ignorance and insensitivity.

Bike Thefts Continue
In spite of repeated warnings from
Security & Residential Life, a large
number of individuals continue to
leave their bicycles outside at night
using cheap and ineffective locking
devices to secure them.
The thefts, at least 22 this year,
are believed to be the work of two
men. An anonymous informant has
identified the thieves as two black
males, one 18 years old, 5'10", one
22 years old, 5'9". The two always
work together and carry bolt and wire
cutters. Suspects matching these
descriptions have been pursued by
Security personnel and seen by
students as the two were looking
over breezeways and bike racks. Informants say that thieves unload the
stolen property immediately after the
theft, making it virtually impossible to
catch them in the process of "selling
stolen property".
All bicycle owners should keep a
record of all pertinent data on their
bicycle: serial number, model
number, manufacturer, purchase
price, insurance agent, if any, color,
special customizing, etc. If you must
secure your bike outside, you should
use only a "U" shaped shackle lock.
Several manufacturers make these
locks. Some commonly available
brands, in order of durability, are
"Citadel", "Kryptonite" and
"Master". Both the Citadel and Kryp-

Prefered strong female to assist
disabled Women weekday mornings
$ 3.35 per hour
752-9365
759-1262
627-2223

tonite locks carry a $350 insurance
policy that is included in the purchase
price. The cost varies from $15 for
the Master lock to $27 for the Kryptonite, depending upon place of purchase. Owners are also encouraged
to engrave their bicycles with their
drivers license number. Engravers
are available for loan through the
Security Department.
Neither the Department of Security
nor the Tacoma Police have sufficient
manpower to mount a 24 hour guard
on bike racks throughout the campus.
The cost of running a continuous
stake-out is enormous and would far
exceed the potential benefit, as the
thieves are very cautious in their
work. Bicycle owners can "harden
the target" with a very small investment in a sturdy locking device and
the exercise of a few common sense
measures:
Never leave your bicycle unattended and unsecured even for a moment.
Where possible, take your bicycle
inside with you.
Where it is not feasible to take the
entire bicycle indoors, remove your
front tire and take it inside with you.
Thieves will not take a bicycle they
cannot ride away on.
The University community is encouraged to notify the Security Department immediately to report any
suspicious activity.
DISCOVER
RECYCLING
DI AL 14000-R ECYC L

Midterm Madness
by Jeri Hurd

It's that time again--midterms are
looming in the immediate future, Probably the only word to cause more
agony in the student's breast is
"finals." A cold shudder courses
along one's spine and sweat breaks
out all over the body. Actually, I'm
student teaching this semester, so
I'm on the other end of midterms for a
change ('tis truly more blessed to give
than receive!), but I well remember
the trials you're all going through.
The first stage is known as the
"Omigosh it's the week before"
panic. It's usualy precipitated by the
prof's announcement of the test date.
"What!?" you mutter to yourself.
"School only started 2 weeks ago. I
mean, I'm still trying to pay off the
check I bounced to buy books!" But
the initial pallor and heart palpitations
wear off as you realize that, after all,
you have the entire weekend to cram;
no point in panicking yet.
The second stage begins Sunday
night, when you realize you just partied away the weekend and have only
3 days before the test. It's over 8
chapters, only two of which you've
read and, to be exact, you slept
through most of them! Well, shoot.
Maybe if you stay up until three every
night for the next 2 or 3 nights you

can get the stuff down all right. Only
one problem: the party down the hall
sounds pretty good, so stop by for a
beer to get you in the mood, then
come back and get some good, solid
studying done.
As you recover two days later with
a hangover that would make Rip Van
Winkle's look like a simple tension
headache, the final stage sets in.
This is pure, cold terror. Tomorrow's
the test. You haven't studied. You're
not going to feel decent again for at
least a month--and that's only if you
totally abstain from alcohol during the
entire period. Fat chance. Hands
shaking, you anxiously lick dry lips
with a fur-coated tongue and sink
weakly back into bed. This shouldn't
happen to such a decent person. Life
just isn't fair. But, being the intrepid
person you are, evening finds you
holed up in a classroom in Jones, surrounded by books and coffee, and
stopping only when the next
morning's 8 o'clock class enters the
room, and you totter weakly off to the
"moment of truth."
It's a rum go and that's a fact...but
such is the students life. After all,
somebody has to do it.
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I kid them a lot, but basically the Betas
are a pretty nice group of guys, as exhibited by the fact that they're
donating their time this Halloween to
take local children trick-or -treating.
We'll be meeting the kids at about
18 different elementary schools,"
commented a Beta spokesman.
"We'll go trick-or-treating between 6
and 8 o'clock. The guys will be trickor-treating for UNICEF, and we'll try
to have 1 adult for every 2-3 kids."
Like I said, that's pretty
nice...however, there's more. Get
ready all you independent ladies!
Rumor has it R.E. Clenton Richardson
is free again! Not to be outdone by
the Betas, Clenton informs me he will
escort any needy ladies who would
like to go trick-or-treating personally.

The Alpha Kappa Psi professional
business fraternity at the University of
Puget Sound received the highest
rating in the Northwest Region for the
1 981 -82 A. K . Psi Performance
Evaluation of College Chapters.
The U.P.S. Epsilon Nu chapter
earned 96,600 points out of a possible 100,000 points. Points are
awarded in five categories: professional activity, scholarship,
membership, finances and general
administration.
The U.P.S. chapter, which was
founded in May 1959, offers majors
in business and economics the opportunity to supplement their education through participation in professional, service, and social activities, as well as, contacts with local
business representatives.

DANCE FRIDAY
FREE ADMISSION
`COSTUME DANCE' in the CELLAR
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Law Students
Receive Scholarship
Katrin Frank and Mark Tomas have
been selected to receive the Byron
D. Scott Memorial Scholarship in Law
at the University of Puget Sound
School of Law.
The endowed scholarship was
established in 1981 through a
$50,000 gift from Virginia P. Scott in
memory of her husband Byron. A
Tacoma attorney for nearly half a century, Byron D. Scott was considered
by his colleagues to represent the
epitome of a fine lawyer. He died
March 13, 1980 at the age of 80.
Frank, a second-year law student.
and Tomas, a third-year law student,
each were awarded a $1 ,600
scholarship. Tomas was a recipient of
the first Scott memorial scholarship
awarded in February of this year.
Ranked second in her class, Frank
coordinated the Abused Woman Project for Evergreen Legal Services for
five years before enrolling in law
school. She co-authored a chapter of
Women and the Law in 'Washington
State , published this fall, and has con-

sulted and lectured widely on
domestic violence issues. A graduate
of Simmons College in Boston, Frank
was chosen as a "Newsmaker of
Tomorrow" by Time magazine in
1978.
Tomas is a 1980 cum laude
graduate of UPS with a bachelor of

arts degree in politics and government. He earned a scholarship before
entering the UPS School of Law and
is a past recipient of the American
Jurisprudence Award.
The scholarship perpetuates Scott's
devotion to supporting and encouraging law students. The scholarship
fund provides awards to one or more
law students each term who are
enrolled or enrolling in the UPS
School of Law.
A Tacoma resident for 65 years,
Scott graduated from Stadium High
School, then earned a degree from
the University of Washington School
of Law in 1918. During the 1920's
he served as a deputy prosecuting attorney in the office of Bertil Johnson
and was associated with the
prestigious firm of Neal and Bonneville.
In 1937, Scott joined forces with
Clifford Langhorne and Leo A.
McGavick to found the firm of Scott,
Langhorne and McGavick, to which
Scott contributed expertise in probate and estate planning. He was a
member of the Pierce County and
Washington State bar associations,
was active in civic groups and supported arts activities and universities
including the University of Puget
Sound.

BOB MOORE & RUSS IVY
Prizes for Most Original & Best Dressed Costumes

OCTOBER 29th
10:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

29 Oct, 1982 p.6

Pianist Bela Siki
Performs Here

SI a ter Award Nominations Begin
Slater Pr.-.4- nor
In
'
Emeritu! it the departmen , of biology,
endoweu uri desigued to encourage students to focus attention

on scholarly and research excellence. An annual award for an undergraduate student, the recipient is
named by the president of the University. We are deeply appreciative of
Professor Slater's ongoing educational concerns, both for the University in general and the students in particular.
The award is given for
demonstrated academic excellence
and either a proven research ability or
a potential for research. A student in
any area of the University is eligible. It
is not a need-based award, rather an
award to recognize the ability of the
student to do outstanding work.
Seniors and juniors will be most likely
to meet the criteria of demonstrated
academic qualities.
The award is for $2,000 to be used
for a project of the student's
choice. It could be research, travel to

learned institutions, graduate school
expense, or other special programs.
The student recipient is required to
submit a report on the use of the
award and the results of the grant, the
conditions of the report to be
specified by the Dean of the University.
Each department or school may
submit to the Dean of the University
the name of one person for the
award. The nomination should be
accompanied by: 1) a letter from the
student describing his or her
philosophy of education, analyzing his
or her scholarly research and professional goals, and establishing, in
detail, his or her proposals for the
specific use of the award; 2) a copy
of a scholarly work of original writing
or research (in academic areas where
a performance or production is more
relevant, a tape or slides may be submitted along with a written interpretation of the objectives of the performance or production); 3) a letter of
recommendation from the department/school or program; and 4) a

Hairstyling by...

UPS gradesheet of academic work.
The nominations and all materials
are due by April 7, 1983 at the Office
of the Dean. The Academic Deans will
screen the nominations and make
final recommendations to the president. The president will make the final
selection and announce the award at
the May commencement or another
appropriate occasion.
If additional information is needed,
please contact one of the Academic
Deans.

Internationally-renowned pianist
Bela Siki performs works of Beethoven, Chopin, Debussy and Liszt
Wednesday, November 17 at 8 p.m.
The recital is at the Jacobsen Recital
Hall in the UPS Muisc Building.
Siki begins with Beethoven's
"Sonata in D Major, Op. 28
'Pastoral'," followed by Chopin's
"Sonata in B Minor, Op. 58."
After intermission, the piano virtuoso performs "Images 1st serie"
and "Two Preludes", both Claude
Debussy compositions. "Sonetto del
Petrarca No. 104" by Franz Liszt
rounds out the evening.
Siki, who has performed
worldwide, is Professor of Piano and
artist-in-residence at the University of
Cincinnati's College of Conservatory
Music. He won the prized Liszt competition in 1947, and became a professor at the Budapest Conservatory
at the age of 23.
Siki will give a free master class for
the general public Tuesday,
November 16 from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Jacobsen Recital Hall.
Admission to the November 17
recital is $3. Tickets are available at
the Tacoma Bon Marche, Fidelity
Lane in Seattle, and the UPS information booth.
A reception for Siki will be held at
the home of UPS President and Mrs.
Philip Phibbs following the recital.
Siki's performance is the final program of the Fall Faculty Recital Series
and the third event of the 1982-83
Cultural Events Series.
For more information, call
756-3148.
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AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
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FL WERS BY THREE FIRS
....Bouquets and Single flowers
....Greeting Cards and Candy
....Blooming and Foliage Plants
....Gifts and Potpourri

I

YOUR NEAREST FLORIST
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT ID

Lisa
Mark
Dixie
Carol

2714 N. 21st Street, Tacoma.
759-4353

3411-6th AVE. at Warner st.
756-0599
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Out of His Mind
BY CRYSTAL WAGLEY

versation for days to come.
He began his speech by addressing his

body. "There has been an incredible explosion of body intelligence - body consciousness
- that hasn't been alive since the ancient times

fieldhouse, a crowd of approximately 400

listeners: "You are a very special generation
in the history of the human species". He sup-

came together to witness one of the most

ported his assertion by bringing to attention a

of Greece when it existed solely for the
aristocrats and elites.''

curious and impactual personalities of the
1960's era: Dr. Timothy Leary. As a past

number of things. First, he pointed out that

Leary then related to the audience why he

between the years 1946 and 1964, the birth

believes the birth rate dropped so drastically

Last Thursday evening in the UPS

for the children of the baby-boom generation.

professor of Harvard and Berkely, brilliant
psychologist, author, and former major cult
leader, he now calls himself a "cheerleader

SPEAKER

His comment was that "You were the first
generation to have the luxury, affluence and
intelligence...to decide when you were going

for change, " and announced his lecture topic
as focus on a very important phenomenon
-"The Evolution of Intelligence ''.

rate doubled, leaving the U.S. with forty
million more people to deal with than it had

A grayish, slender, slightly balding man

expected. Leary remarked that this generation

now passing middle age, he met the audience
in casual dress. The boyish demeanor of his
amiable, grinning face and the comfortable in-

is different in quality, having experienced
things such as Hiroshima, and the multiple
realities that have become familiar to us

formality with which he wore his dirty white

through television. He touched on the fact

sneakers put his listeners instantly at ease.
Leary 's vitality and enthusiasm was con-

that this generation has raised their children
differently than its ancestors, thanks to Dr.

tagious. He conveyed his energy not only
through his quick wit, sense of humor, and

Spock and others who advocated "treating

new generation and that born before 1946.

kids like individuals". Leary believes this to
be the first generation with a "consumer at-

"You've benefited from the 50's and 60's...
and you believe in the future, whereas your

ed relentlessly back and forth across the stage

titude", brought about by the multitude of

elders didn't. " He warns the audience that,

while he spoke.
After experiencing a brief initial problem
with the sound system, he commented jovial-

selection choices it has faced. He stated that
with the freedom to make more choices, our

"the older ones are trying to give you depression, regression, inflation and a World War

generation not only "blew moral codes out

III." Stressing the "moral", tradition-

ly that, "If I was Gordon Liddy, I'd say I
have trouble with microphones". This drew

the window, " but also decided to indulge
themselves in the "best drugs" and "best

oriented hang-ups of the older generation, he
vehemently expressed his dissatisfaction

chuckles from the audience which then grew
into uprorious laughter when he finally yelled

sex" yet. "Yours was even the first genera-

toward what he perceives as being their "inherent resistance to change".

into the mike, "Am I turned on yet?"

evoking a loud round of whistles and ap-

Although Leary's overall speech was to
develop into a two and a half hour presenta-

plause. Leary also perceives this generation as
being the first to learn to take care of the

expressive voice, but even in the way he pac-

tion which would prove not only disorganized
and incoherent, the audience nonetheless
found it entertaining and above all, thoughtprovoking. Leary 's appearance at UPS was to
be one of the most talked about topics of con-

tion to walk out on a war, " he observed,

to conceive. " Leary's rationale for a drop in
birth rate is once again the growth of the
"consumer attitude", which he feels has
caused people to consider having children only when time, energy and resources allow.
Following this conclusion, he asserted that,
"the key label I'd give to your generation is
realistic".
He then made a comparison between the

Leary then shifted his discussion to the
procreation of humanity by giving an overview of the most popular theories. He eventually concluded by proposing another

Dr. Timothy Leary - was this
guy real or what?

hypothesis on evolution of his own.
First he pointed out the fact that forty to
fifty billion people still cling to the Biblical

continued on page 4

Dear Dedicated Readers:
It's been quite a week for us, musically and
otherwise. For this fifth issue of 1 Step Beyond,
we welcome new contributors Kathy McDonald
and David Kramer. Kathy reviews the new disc
from X, and adds comments to Dave's review of
last week's Clash/Who concert in Seattle's
"Echodome". Hopefully both Dave and Miss
McD will contribute again in the future.
Crystal Wagley is back with comment on
Timothy Leary, who spoke at UPS last week.
KUPS Music Director Paul Rader returns to
print this issue with record reviews on a new
Robert Fripp/Andy Summers collaboration, and
a single from Grandmaster Flash.
1SB veteran Bill Logan drove up to Seattle
last week to see X. He had a much better time
there than this reporter had at X's November
'81 show (quite frankly, I thought they sucked).
The Bar Review and Paula Hardin's art column have taken a temporary leave - both will
probably return next week.
In upcoming weeks we will attempt to diversify our scope further by bringing in more contributors. We still have room for more artists,
writers, phtographers, and production assistants. We'd be particularly interested in hearing fun someone who'd like to cover music
that we have ignored so far, such as jazz, funk,
classical, heavy metal, or anything else in the
entertainment field of interest to students. If
you're interested please contact Clark Yerrington at the Trail or 752-3001.
Happy reading, and have a nice day!
- S.C.Y.
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S t e p Beyond
LIVE

The Who & The Clash

Sweating
Bullets

Opening & Closing
maestro on bass. The Who stretched through

BY DAVID KRAMER
The Who & The Clash at the
Kingdome, 10/20

old favorites such as "I Can See for Miles",
"See Me, Feel Me", "Baba O'Riley",
"Who Are You", "Won't Get Fooled

them even faster. Guitarist Billy Zoom and

BY BILL LOGAN

drummer D. J. Bonebreak weave out statisti-

X at the Showbox (Seattle),
10/21

cally lightning-like rhythms, while the husband and wife team of bassist/vocalist John
Doe and vocalist Exene Cervenka belt out

Again", and "Pinball Wizard" - to name a
On Oct. 20, Whomania descended down
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few.

Attending an X Concert is a great way to

their enchanting harmonies. Zoom is a

upon the Kingdome. The new wave British

The Who showed their old form with a

work off a few pounds, as well as to have an

powerful guitarist, accenting his licks with

rock band The Clash opened this evening ex-

good mixtures of the old and new. It's too
bad this is a farewell tour, because musically

unbelievably good time. X, referred to by
some critics as the best rock and roll band in

rockabilly influences and a simply hilarious

the Who is as strong as they were 18 years

the world, electrified Seattle's Showbox with

travaganza with their hit "London Calling".
The Clash played a tight 50 minute set using
material from new Combat Rock and recent

ago. The only bummer was the crowd. At

their fast paced elctro-shock brand of music

Sandisnista albums. The Clash's sound was

certain times it seemed bored and uninterested

garbled due to the Kingdome's vastness. The

at the windmill antics of Townshend. All in

last Thursday.
From the moment they took that stage, the

lucid leanness of their music was lost in this

all, the crowd responded vociferiously at the

crowd enthusiastically leaped and rebounded

echo chamber. The Clash concert would have

Who's high energy output. The "Fishbowl"

off of one another, stopping only between

been better if they could have played in a
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

(as Townshend termed the Dome) did not

numbers to breathe. Occasionally fans would
dive a good ten feet into the audience from

Counterpoint
Nobody can rock the entire Kingdome not the Clash, not the Who. In spite of this
fact, both hands put on a great show. Clash
fans were an obvious minority in the crowd of
non-dancers. But as the show progressed,
even some heavy-metal friends began to
move. The size of the crowd prevented any
hard-core slam dancing. The Clash's set was
short, as most people were anxiously

echo as bad as it had during the Clash's set The Who ended the evening by pushing the

the stage with huge grins on their faces, completely uninhibited. X attracts a special kind

crowd back to the 60's with the songs

of audience, uninterested in the culturally-

"Magic Bus", "Summertime Blues" and the
Beatles' "Twist & Shout". Sadness prevail-

ascribed attitudes toward this kind of

ed as Roger Daltrey and Peter Townshend bid

dancing is a truly refined art, depending

the crowd farewell. Overall, the Who showed the Rolling Stones and the fans of Seattle a

wholly upon the audience to make it work.

great evening of British rock
and roll.

that many of their songs are written in fast

the Who's sound was loud, crisp and clear.

band brought their own TV screen or the performance would have been a total disaster.
So many people who saw the Stones in a
much more well planned show last year must
have been as bummed as I was. The Clash's
sound stunk, T-Bone wasn't bad but got zero
crowd response. What can I say...I couldn't
see either band even from the 100 level. Not
worth 17 bucks, but at least I saw the Who.

-M. SCOTT HAMILTON
small arena, but on the whole, the Clash
were good, especially in their encore "We
Fought the Law".
Roughly at 9:45 the Who nonchalantly
appeared on stage, with RogerDaltrey belting
out "My Generation Blues" & "I Can't Explain". To open their set, Pete Townshend
was in classic form with his windmill rhythm
licks. John Entwistle was the complacent old

tempos, and, in concert, they tend to play

X on Vinyl
BY KATHY MC DONALD
Under the Big Black Sun
X
Elektra
The Hungry Wolf; Motel Room in
My Bed; Riding with Mary; Come
Back to Me; Under the Big Black Sun
Because I Do; Blue Spark; Dancing
with Tears in My Eyes; Real Child of
Hell; How I (Learned My Lesson); The
Have Nots
X is more than a punk band - they are the
poetic voice of the city.

SINGLE

P

KATHY MC DONALD

fact that their sound system was not as clear
as it should have been. Thank goodness the

An important facet of X's live shows is

111.111111111111110M:::::::::

awaiting the Who. The Who-Clash-T-Bone Burnette concert
at the Dome was basically a disappointment.

The Who put on a great show, except for the

behavior. Opposed to popular belief, slam

continued on page 3
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KUPS FM 90.1 Wavebreaker
Love My Way
R.E.M. - Wolves, Lower
Romeo Void - Chinatown
Duran Duran - Hungry Like the Wolf
The Beat - Sole Salvation
Bow Wow Wow - Baby Oh No!
Talk Talk - Talk Talk
Berlin - Tell Me Why
Translator - Everywhere That I'm Not
Stray Cats - Rock This Town
Wall of Voodoo - Mexican Radio
The Clash - Should I Stay or Should I Go
The Hungry Wolf
X
ABC - Poison Arrow
Boomtown Rats - House On Fire
Trio - Da Da Da
A Flock of Seagulls - Messages
Altered Images - See Those Eyes
Missing Persons - Walking In L.A.
Oingo Boingo - Nothing to Fear

Psychedelic Furs Bananarama - Shy

Psychedelic Furs -

Love My Way
Boy

Don't Go
ABC - Look of Love
Trio - Da Da Da
Tom Tom Club - Under the Boardwalk
Q - Feel - Dancing in Heaven
Soft Cell - What!
The Clash - Rock the Casbah (Mustapha)
R.E.M. - Carnival of Sorts
Pylon - Beep
Modern English - I Melt With You
The Jam - The Bitterest Pill
Pepeche Mode - Leave in Silence
Bow Wow Wow - Baby Oh No!
The Beat - Jeanette
Simple Minds - Glittering Prize
Soft Cell - Torch
Adam Ant - Friend or Foe
Duran Duran - Hungry Like the Wolt
Yaz -

Sun,

Under the Big Black

their third album, is no exception.

While the rockabilly sounds of guitarist Billy
Zoom and drummer D.J. Bonebrake are more
upbeat, the songs continue to address the
problems of urban life. Desperate lyrics and
dissonant harmonies combine to make X one
of the most provacative of America's new
bands.
Lead singer Exene Cervenka and husband,
bass player John Doe, sing duets on all songs
but "Come Back to Me". This song, written
about the funeral of Exene's sister, reveals a
new, polished style. Zoom's guitar, reminiscent of a '50's prom band, conflicts with the
whining, country-western vocals of Exene to
produce a slow, melancholy dance number.
John Doe's shocking bass and vocals compliment Zoom's guitar on ''Blue Spark" to
make the message almost physical. A remake
of the 1930's "Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes" is a showcase for this band's rockabilly
roots. The "punk" label should be disregarded.
The complicated lyrics may require
thought, but the simple rhythms of D.J.
Bonebrake will keep everyone dancing.
Under the Big Black Sun is a wise choice for
the modern listener.

THINK PIZZA. ••

THINK THE PIZZA ANSWER
$ 1.00 OFF
$ 1.50 OFF

$ 2.00 OFF
3602 Center at Union
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•
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RECORDS
Fripp/Summers

Timely Teamup
BY PAUL RADER
I Advance Masked
Andy Summers & Robert Fripp
A&M
1 I Advance Masked; 2 Under
Bridges of Silence; 3 China - Yellow
Leader, 4 In the Cloud Forest; 5 New
Marimba; 6 Girl on a Swing.
1 Hardy Country; 2 The Truth of
Skies; 3 Painting and Dance; 4 Still
Point; 5 Lakeland/Aquarelle; 6 Siren
on Seven; 7 Stultified.
This is quite a pleasant album. Featuring
Andy Summers of the Police and the Fripp on
all instruments, this instrumental album has
eastern influences, some very jazz like arrangements and some innovations which

make this a truly individual album. This
album features some Frippertronics (the tape
hop effect Fripp learned from Brian Eno) and
some of the keyboard effects which appeared
in Ghost in the Machine, but this is mainly a
showcase for the guitars of Andy and Robert.
This is not, mind you, your traditional
guitar hero album. The emphasis here is on
the music and on the virtuoso's use of the
guitar. These guys could (and have) easily
play classical guitar, and this is obvious on
this record.
The album sounds like it's mainly a stream
of consciousness effort, and consequently
sounds repetitive in places, but as mood
music or music to study by or even music to
meditate by, this album beats just about
anything, including all of Fripp's Frippertronics albums.

Grandmaster Flash

Hey, Bro -can you get into
some intelligent rap?
BY PAUL RADER
The Message (12" single)
Grandmaster Flash & the Furious 5
Sugarhill
This was by far the most important single
of the summer. The broad based appeal for
this song, due mainly to its superior rap by
The Grandmaster, spanned from progressive
college radio stations to AM Soul-Top 20 stations. This single is a revolution in rap, taking a very popular music style and using it as
a vehicle for a very powerful social statement.
This is precisely the reason that college radio
picked up on the song. The use of a popular
medium for such a social commentary is far
more subversive than anything the most anarchistic hard core hand could ever hope to

achieve. Whereas most people are put off by
punk and consequently shut their ears to
anything punks have to say, people latch onto
anything in a rap song, because most rap fans
memorize all the lyrics.
"Don't push me, 'cause I'm close to the
edge
I'm tryin' not to lose my head
uh-huh, huh-huh-huh
It's like a jungle sometimes
It makes me wonder
How I keep from goin' under."

Add to this the furious music the rap is set
to, and you have a single that the clash would
sell their souls to be able to produce.
DEFINITELY the thinking person's dance
music.
IT SURE DOES, JIM .
I'VE WISHED A THOUSAND
TIMES I
COULD

Sweating
continued from page 2
stage presence. He tends not to move, occasionally turning to one side or leaning back,
but always smiling, as if he couldn't be having a better time. With his short-cropped
blond hair and perfect complexion, he looks
like the all-American guitar hero. Drummer
Bonebreak is a strong percussionist,
noticeably potent on "The Hungry Wolf"
(off their new album Under the Big Black
Sun) and "Nausea" (off their first album Los
Angeles). He seemed to provide the cues for
the bodies in motion on the dance floor. John
Doe stresses Bonebreak 's percussion with effective bass lines, while crooning X's often
poetic lyrics with Exene. She has been known
to swan dive into the audience, and spent a
good deal of the show in Seattle shaking
sweaty hands on the edge of the stage.
Among the selections that drew rabid
response from the crowd were "Soul
Kitchen" (the old Doors song), and "Los
Angeles". "White Girl" and "In This
House I Call My Home" from their second
album Wild Gift; and "Blue Spark" and
"Under the Big Black Sun" from the new
album also elicited enthusiasm.

MOUNT
Ks, OWN
TROPHIES.

HERE'S AN AD THAT SAYS
I CAN LEARN TAXIDERMY
AT HOME IN
MV SPARE TIME.
I'M GOING IO
SEND IN THAT
COUPON
AT LEAST.

MOUNTING THESE SPECI MENS IS MORE FUN THAN
SHOUTING THEM. THIS WILL
T
MAKE *4.7 PROFIT
SO FAR THIS
MONTH FROM
TAXI DERPT1

SURE, JIM, IT'S
EASY, ONCE YOU GET
ON TO IT. WHY I'VE
DOIJOLID MY FUN
FROM HUNTING—AND
HAVE A RFAIITIFUL
DEN AND PLENTY OF
EXTRA MONEY
TO SHOW FOR
IT

SIII6

School of Taxidermy,
Elwood Bldg., Omaha, Nab.
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Be on

Pushbuttons, Alley
Gators, & Lonesome City Kings/8
p.m./ Eagles Hippodrome, Seattle
CAMPUS FILM The Shining'/6,
8:30 p.m./Mc006.
CONCERT

1 Monday
28 Thursday
Nothing is happening today. Stay in
bed.

Theodore Lowi/8
p.m./Kilworth (2nd of 3 lectures)
SPEAKER

2 Tuesday

29 Friday
DANCE Russ Ivy and Bob Moore will

be spinning discs in the Cellar from
10-1:30.
MUSIC Faculty Recital - Thomas
Goleeke, voice/8 p.m./Jacobsen
CAMPUS FILM The Shining"/6,
8:30, & 11 p.m./Mc006.
DANCE Tenzler Hall Costume
Dance/9 p.m.
CONCERT Paul Collins Beat &
Dynette Set/8 p.m./Eagles Hippodrome, Seattle.

30 Saturday
DANCE The Cowboys/9 p.m./SUB

"Carmen"/7 p.m./Seattle
Opera House. Call 447-4781 for information.
SPEAKER
Theodore Lowi/8
p.m./Kilworth (3rd of 3 lectures)
OPERA

3 Wednesday
MUSIC Tacoma Concert Band/8
p.m./Stadium High School auditorium.
Free!

Out of Mind

Great Hall

continued from page 1

CONCERT The Brothers Four/8 p.m./

le g ens of creation. He describes the Garden of
Eden as a paradise where man was bound to
nothing "except to food and dru g re gula-

Auburn High School. Call 454-4817
for information.
CAMPUS FILM The Shining"/6,
8:30, & 11 p.m./Mc006.
CONCERT Robert Hunter (Grateful
Dead lyricist)/8:30 p.m./Music Hall,
7th & Olive, Seattle.
CONCERT Alley Gators & Dynette
Set/8 p.m./Eagles Hippodrome, Seattle.

31 Sunday
SPEAKER Brown & Haley lectures Theodore Lowi on the state of the
welfare state/7 p.m./Kilworth (1st of
3 lectures)
MUSIC Organ Recital of American
Music - Beckie Evers & David York/4
p.m./Kilworth
NEB Immi
1■1 Nim

tions. " Leary called the forbidden fruit " the
fruit of knowled g e, which man could not eat
because the blinds mi ght fall from his e yes

Yellow Journalism
You can have a

HE-MAN VOICE

STRENGTHEN your voice
this tested, scientific way..
Yes—you may now be able
to improve the POWER of
your speaking and singing
voice ... In the privacy of

FREE BOOKLET—Write

today for Eugene Feuchtin
ger's great booklet "How to Develop a Successful
Voice." It's absolutely FREE! You must state your age.
Booklet mailed postpaid In plain wrapper. No salesman
will bother you. Send your name and age RIGHT NOW!
PREFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, 210 S. Clinton St..
Studio FR-56, Chicago 6, III.

•••

I
I

2803 6th Ave
Tacoma North
6007 100th SW.
Tacoma Lakewood
Tacoma University 3820 Bridgeport Way W

mind. Viewin g drugs as an instrument to

allow him to be a God too. " He explained

move toward desired states of bein g , he pro-

that a proud and jealous God could never let
this happen. Accordin g l y , he desi gnated the

posed that, "Intelli gent use of dru gs means

original sin as "eatin g the fruit of intelli gence, " su ggestin g that reli gion is an intentional stiller of intellectual growth.
Leary then touched on what he believes to
be the underl ying truth behind the `)arwinian
theory of evolution. He deduced that,
because chan ge supposedl y occurs throu gh the

direction

you want to

go." Leary also

disclosed that within the last three months he
has used four kinds of dru gs previousl y unfamiliar to him.
During his talk, Leary doted on one of his
seemin gly favorite subjects - video games. He
sees them as an extension of societ y 's com-

mistakes led to a bi gger and better a ge. "

outra ge the y have caused! ", he exclaims. He

gave rise to h ysterical

recognizes video games as a complicated,

This proclamation

laughter from the audience.

puterization movement. "I love the moral

demanding activit y that older people cannot
do better than children. "This is the reason it

Finall y , Lear y presented his view.

infuriates them so much. " He views thin gs

"Here's how evolution works - not throu gh
little chan ges, but by big jumps - results of

such as Pac Man and the movie " E.T. " as
characteristic of a growin g anti-adult, anti-

overpopulation, pollution, crampin g , mig ra-

authorit y movement that makes fun of adults.

tion..." Furthermore, he offered the audience a more contemporar y term which he

Leary also humorously emphasized the fact
that, "kids are spendin g more on video

uses to define human chan ge - petamorphosis. Most fundamentall y , it means that

of Nassau. " The most positive effect of such

only the young of a species evolve. He
pointed out that the word "adult" as defined
in the dictionary , means "the final form of a

g ames than Ronnie is usin g for the operation
computers, Leary feels, is the fact that the y
are takin g the place of television entertainment (electronic brain f---in g , " he calls

species". Subse quently , Lear y proposed that
people chan ge within the youth of their

it) and teachin g children to "remember the

g eneration - not from generation to genera-

ma y result in success. He discerns this as be-

tion.

in g a health y denouncement of the JudeoChristian ''one-shot notion", which he sees

Leary 's next topic dealt with the controversial issue most people still associate him
with: the use of dru gs. Havin g taken LSD
nearly one thousand times and bein g held in
the custod y of over 40 different prisons, he
confessed that he was "mildl y curious as to

mistakes the y make, " so that further trials

as implicatin g inescapable doom as the one
and onl y product of human error (or sin). He
added that he's grown bored with our generation and now spends his time in the video
parlors with the younger set.

what it was all about". He drew a chuckle

Leary wrapped up his delivery with a brief

from the crowd when he conceded that, It
reall y screwed up m y mind. Sorry about

q uestion and answer period, followed b y

that! " Leary reflects upon those years as a
time of romantic naivete, absolvin g the fact
that, We reall y didn't know what we were
doin g . " He now claims that LSD actuall y
repro grams the mind.
Dr. Leary also examined the human intellect, its similarit y to the computer, and
how it responds under the use of dru gs. He
began by discussin g the nature of the brain.
"Like it or not, your brain is a perfect
instrument. It's the pro grammin g that f---s it
up. " He described the mind as a giant net-

brain, the y were used b y their brain. "
Leary expounds on all dru gs as access
codes which activate different circuits in the
brain. He believes the problem concernin g
dru gs is that while intelli gent people use
dru g s intelli gentl y , stupid people use dru gs
stupidly . " He also feels that if individuals
choose to use dru gs, the y should first be well
educated as to how the y operate on one's
I

I
I

y ou know where you're g oing . You use a
dru g if and when it will help you go in the

reinforcement of mutations, "What the y 're
reall y say in g is four and a half billion years of

everyone, he now insists that there is no more
excuse for such conditionin g . "Until the
computer generation, no one ever used their

383-1797
584-5881 I
564-4542
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and let him see truth - a truth which would

work of ten to fort y billion micro-computers.
Declarin g that before recent times people
were pro grammed b y ever y thin g and
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winging to your door. Just Ow this coupon to
your delivery angel.
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some conclusive observations and encoura gement for the audience. He called attention to
the fact that b y 1998, the generation he addresses will consist of approximatel y 76
million people, and virtuall y be able to hold
the country in its hands without utilizin g
revolts, protests, or similar strate gies for
chan ge. Leary notes that althou gh "One
thin g your generation has never taken part in
is the vote and related political activit y , you
must realize your numbers and stren g th...and
manifest yourselves. "
Relaying the great depth of his pride and
faith in our generation, he assured his
listeners that if the countr y 's destin y is left up
to them, he is confident the world will not
face nuclear apocal ypse. "You are not as
mean and nast y as the old generation. You
have too great a sense of humor, are too good
natured, and possess too much good will. "
Leary left the sta ge with a simple plea for action. He did this b y cleverl y relatin g a selfinitiated bumper sticker messa ge of the 60's,
which once read "Turn on, tune in, and drop
out. " As it was destructivel y misinterpreted
durin g that era, he has now revised it to a
more comprehensible (7) phrase: "Turn on,
tune in, and take over! "

BUNNYS' STYLING SALON
MEN AND WOMEN
BY APPOINTMENT
BUNNY CHAPLIN
1455 MOORLANDS DR.
TACOMA, WA. 98405

752-1466
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Peace Corps to Recruit UPS
Overseas opportunities in the
Peace Corps will be highlighted on th
UPS campus Nov. 3-4, when a
recruiting representative for the allvolunteer agency visits the campus to
sign up graduating seniors for twoyear assignments in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Florence Brooks, recruitment
specialist from the Seattle Peace
Corps office, will be providing
information and applications in the
Student Union Lobby from 9
a.m.-noon, and 1 p.m.-4 p.m. on Nov.
3rd. A special film seminar will be held
Nov. 3 in the Library, Room 17, at
noon. The public is invited.
Scheduled interviews will be held
Nov. 4 from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. in the
Career Planning & Placement Center,
Room 225. Students are asked to bring a completed application to their in-

Drilling

terview.
Mrs. Brooks noted that approximately 5,000 Peace Corps
volunteers are currently serving in 60
developing nations, with nearly
90,000 Americans having served
since the first volunteers arrived in
Ghana in 1961. She explained that
the Peace Corps is seeking applicants with backgrounds or degrees in
French, math, the physical and life
science, engineering, agriculture,
health, home economics and nutrition, industrial arts, business, special
education, and other disciplines.
The Peace Corps is one of the few
non-defense federal agencies that did
not sustain a budget cut for fiscal year
1982 and is operating at the same
fiscal year 1981 level of $105
million. The Peace Corps once again
became an "independent" _ency

Donor

The following is an exerpt from an article which appeared in Arches
One UPS alumnus decided to "pay
back" the scholarship he received
when he was at UPS more than 50
years ago, and decided to do it with
an oil well. When our donor - who
wants to remain anonymous - attended what was then the College of
Puget Sound, he received a full
scholarship. As he prospered through
the years, he decided that some of
the credit for his success was due to
the good foundation he received in
his field from his professors.
He later wrote: "I have decided
some time ago to return to U.P.S. the
monetary equivalent of four years' tuition, which I received on a scholarship 1929 to 1932. The comparison
between tuition now and then is
dramatic evidence of inflation!" He
determined that it woul a be "fair" to
"repay" the University at the rate of
$3,500 (the 1979 tuition figure) for
each of his four years, for a total of
$14,000.
He started by giving the income
from his share of an oil drilling limited
partnership in which he had invested,
giving $1,000 and then another
$1,000, but his heart was in giving
his share of the partnership to UPS.
The first time he approached us, the
Trustees had to turn the offer down
because the University might have
needed to invest more money in the
venture, which would violate the
"prudent-man"philosophy which necessarily guides the institution's investment policy.
However, when he approached us
again the picture had changed. With
the assurance that additional investments were optional, our donor
once again offered his interest in the
partnership to UPS. The timing was
important to him, as the 1981
Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA)
changes made a gift in 1981 more
advantageous to him than a later gift.
Our donor laid out all the facts for us,
got copies of the "Agreement of

Limited Partnership" and the most recent financial statement, and waited
for the Finance Committee of the
Board of Trustees to act.
The Financial Vice President,
working with the University's attorney, determined that there were
no hidden problems, then took the
proposal to the Finance Committee,
which decided that the gift would indeed benefit UPS and voted to accept it. At that time, the fair market
value of the share was $55,000, all
of which was considered a tax deductible gift. Our donor had paid
$20,000 for the share some years
ago, but avoided all capital gains
taxes on the $35,000 appreciation
by making the gift.
Our donor is happy about "repaying" his scholarship and helping current and future students through his
unrestricted gift, the University is
happy about the generous gift, and
our share of the oil well (which we are
keeping for the time being) keeps
pumping money into the University.
Our donor managed to make a much
larger gift than he had originally planned for by doing some imaginative investing which paid off for him and for
UPS.
Obviously, each offbeat gift has to
be examined carefully to see if it is in
the best interests of the donor and of
the University. However, the oil well
share and other unusual gifts we have
received - such as sailboats, paintings, bargain sales of houses, photographs, books, furniture, and even
mounted specimens for the Slater
Museum of Natural History - can help
both UPS and the donor significantly.
Potential donors frequently contact the University wanting to give
gifts - offbeat or not - to help keep
costs down for current and future
students. No matter how odd the
potential gift, the Development staff
will check it out with the donor.

when it was separated from the ACTION agency in February, 1982. For
twelve years the Peace Corps had
been under the administrative umbrella of ACTION, the federal agency
for volunteer service.
Peace Corps volunteeres serve for
two years, plus two-to-three months
of cultural and language training. A living allowance, medical care, and
travel expenses are provided, in addition to $4200 cash readjustment
allowance paid in a lump sum at the
end of two years' service. Applicants
must be U.S. citizens, and if married,
have no children. There is no upper
age limit, with good health, the only
limiting factor.
Inquiries can also be directed to
the Seattle Peace Corps office by
calling toll free: 1-800-426-1022.

Open auditions for the U.P.S.
1983 Winterim Musical "Tony Lumpkin" (based on Oliver Goldsmith's
"She Stoops to Conquer") by Geoffrey Block and Leonard Pailet will be
in Jacobsen Recital Hall, Music
Building on Sat., Nov. 6, 2:30-5:30
p.m.; Sun., Nov. 7, 1:30-5:30 p.m.;
Wed., Nov. 10, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
Multiple copies of "She Stoops to
Conquer" are available on overnight
reserve in Collins Library. Be
prepared to sing a song of your
choice (accompanist optional). Parts
are available for six women and eight
men. Also openings for stage
manager, scene designers arc',
builders, costume designer, lighting
and technical crew. 1 unit course
credit.

Registeringwiththe
Selective Service
onyour
18th Birthday
Nothing could be easier. Within
a month of your 18th birthday,
go to the nearest U.S. Post Office.
Pick up the simple registration
form and fill it out. Then hand it
to the postal clerk. That's all
there is to it.

It's quick.
It's easy. And it's the law.
National Headquartars.
Selective Service System, Washington. D.C. 20435

CHAPLIN'S AUTO PARTS
EXCHANGE REBUILT CYLINDER HEADS
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
401 N. Proctor

752-3546
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Avalanche Awareness Program
Monday, November 15, 1982
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University of Puget Sound
Fieldhouse
Classroom No. 2
This lecture presentation is aimed
at the backcountry oriented winter
recreationist. The presentation will
encourage the individual to develop
personal forecasting skills.
To facilitate an understanding of
snow stability and avalanche hazard
recognition, the following topics will
be covered:
mountain weather
cycle of snow
avalanche terrain
avalanche mechanics
snowpack evaluation
winter travel and route finding
avalanche rescue
This is generally about a one hour
program with a complete selection of
slides from the N.W. Avalanche Warning Center (U.S.F.S.). These lecture
programs on all aspects of avalanche
phenomena can be tailored to
specific needs of the group upon request.
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Winterim Class Offered

Goleeke to Perform
Distinguished tenor Thomas
Goleeke performs a program of song,
including works by Brahms and
Quilter in the fifth University of Puget
Sound faculty recital Friday October
29. Sandra Bleiweiss accompanies
him on piano.
The 8 p.m. recital is in the Jacobs' sen Recital Hall of the Music Building.
The performance is free and open to
the public.
Goleeke begins with "La Bonne
Chanson" by Gabriel Faure, followed
by Roger Quilter's "Go, Lovely
Rose," "Blow, Blow, Thou Winter
Wind," "Passing Dreams" and
"Love's Philosophy."

After intermission, Goleeke sings
five Brahms compositions and a cycle
of songs, "On Wenlock Edge," for
string quartet, piano and tenor by
Ralph Vaughan Williams.
Goleeke is chairman of the voice
department at the UPS School of
Music and has appeared with the Northwest Chamber Orchestra, the
Carmel Bach Festival, and the symphony orchestras of Spokane,
Tacoma and Portland.
Bleiweiss has accompanied the
Seattle Opera and appeared with the
Seattle Symphony. The recital is the
fifth of six performances in the series.
For more information, call 756-3148.
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EXPEDITIONARY
OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT RENTAL SHOP
NEW HOURS: M 11-6,T 11-5,W 12-6,TH 10-6,
F 10-1 2-6, S & SUN 12-5
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
OFFERS MORE THAN EVER: SKIS, 10 speed BIKES,
TENTS, RAQUETBALL & TENNIS EQUIPMENT,
GOLF CLUBS, BACKPACKS ETC...

LOCATED IN 'A' FRAME F
756-3403

One of the course offerings scheduled for this Winterim by the Theatre
Arts area of the Communication and
Theatre Arts Department is an extensive program in Children's Theatre
Performance. The course is designed
to educate all participants in the techniques and elements of presentation
and production of Children's Theatre.
Those enrolled will form the "Children's Theatre Touring Company" and
tour to Tacoma Public elementary
schools with a production of "I Didn't
Know That!"
"I Didn't Know That!" is a threepart collection of humorous vignettes
described in the script as "first facts,
selected oddities, and world
records," and created through improvisations by Louis Moloney,
Johnny Saldana, Joyce Chambers
Selber, and Rachel Winfree.
Performed by four actors and
accompanied by a narrator on various
musical instruments, the unusual information (based on the Guinness
Book of World Records) is dramatized
in speech, song, movement, and
dance. There is no sustained plot, but
a series of short, complete scenes
played in rapid succession. The revue
is very demanding physically for the
actors because their bodies and
voices must become more than
characters in a play: they become
properties, set pieces, and sound effects as well. Although stage directions are included in the script, actors
preparing the play will be encouraged
to use improvisation to create the
most effective staing and
choreagraphy for their production.
Interspersed within the spoken
lines are short verses of sense and
nonsense that are chanted and
repeated in a style similar to jumping
rope rhymes. Other verses are sung
to short familiar tunes unaccompanied

except by the percussion instruments
that emphasize the rhythms.
Based on the Guinness Book of
World Records, the play is a vehicle
to both entertain and educate
children. If enough students audition
and enroll three touring companies of
five performers each will be formed.
Each cast will rehearse six hours per
day for ten days prior to performance.
Then, each cast will tour doing at
least three performances per day in
various Tacoma schools. During the
rehearsal stages all members of the
company will also be involved in the
building of the travelling scenery,
costumes, and musical instruments.
When Children's Theatre Tours
have been done in past Winterims all
students involved have found it a very
exhilarating and rewarding experience. Due to the performance requirements of this project auditions
are required prior to Winterim Registration. This course is designed for
both theatre majors and non-majors.
No previous performance experience
is necessary, but an audition illustrating your energy, creative talent
and musical ability is important. Auditions will be held in the Inside Theatre
on November 14 & 15 at 7:00 p.m. If
you have any questions regarding this
course offering, please contact Prof.
Tom Somerville, the director of the
course/project, in the Theatre Office.
Scripts for "I Didn't Know That!" may
be checked out from the Inside
Theatre Office (Jones No. 1) prior to
the audition for your perusal.
So, if you want to get involved in
an exhilarating, demanding, rewarding experience that will introduce
you to Children's Theatre Performance, plan on auditioning for this
unique experience on November 14
& 15.
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LOGGER SPORTS
Logs vs. Eagles
Crucial Contest
By Paul Klawitter

►

This weekend the UPS football
team faces the Eastern Washington
Eagles in what promises to be a
crucial game for both teams.
The Loggers are 6-2 after last
Saturday's 24-6 win over Portland
State and can't afford to lose any
more games if they want to be considered for a playoff spot. The Eagles
beat Big Sky conference Northern
Arizona 14-7 last week, upping their
record to 5-2 and they are also struggling for a playoff berth.
It may be academic for both teams
however, because two California
teams - Cal Davis and Santa Clara,
have better records (6-0 and 5-1,
respectively), and thus a better shot
at the two west coast playoff spots.
And although UPS shut out both
teams last season, neither Cal Davis
nor Santa Clara appeared on this
year's schedule - making it harder for
the Division II selection committee to
compare the teams when they make
their playoff choices.
No matter what their future holds,
the Loggers continue to play good
football. They have won five in a row,
including their 24-6 shelling of
Portland State. Against PSU the Loggers started slowly, only managing a
field goal until late in the second
quarter. But then the Loggers took
the ball on the 50 and drove to the
PSU 19. From there Drivstuen connected with wide receiver Mike Bos
for 19 yards and the TD and the Loggers lead 10-0 at the half.
On their second possession of the
third quarter, PSU mounted a drive to
the UPS 19, but quarterback Bryan
Mitchell fumbled and the Loggers
recovered on their own 35. They
then marched 65 yards downfield and
Ron Bagby scored on an eight yard
pass from Drivstuen. The kick was
good and the Loggers led 17-0.
Portland State drew next blood
when fullback Mike Wuite got open
on a post pattern and caught a 36
yard touchdown pass. PSU attempted the two point conversion but it
was no good.
Following the ensuing kickoff, the
Loggers racked-up another 65 yard
scoring drive capped by Les
Braxton's one yard dive to make the
final score 24-6.
The UPS coaches and players don't
expect to have such an easy time
against Eastern - and rightly so. The
Eagles are ranked sixth in the nation
(Division II) in total offense with 414
yards per game while the Loggers are
averaging 291 yards per game.
Eastern's balanced attack is led by
6-3, 220 pound senior quarterback
Jim Brittain. A Tumwater native, Brittain has completed 77 of 143 for
983 yards and eight interceptions.
Backing him up is former Logger
Sts 'eHunt, a junior from Fox Island.
At tailback is 5-11. 165 pound

freshman Craig Givens from
Spokane. Givens tied an Eagle school
record against Simon Fraser with five
rushing touchdowns while gaining
138 yards in 17 carries.
Opening the holes for Eastern's
awesome running game is a big, experienced front line led by 6-4, 260
pound senior center Mike Honeycutt.
Along with Honeycutt, the smaller
(but quicker) Logger defensive line
will face the likes of 6-4, 245 pound
senior left guard John Roth. :om;
6-4, 240 pound right guard Jeff
Rawley; 6-7, 225 pound left tackle
Dave Flutts; and 6-3, 245 pound Jeff
Kupp.
Defensively, the Eagles line up in a
4-3 set with a defensive line that
averages over 240 pounds per man.
The line is largely responsible for
holding opponents to only 93 yards
rushing per game. Backing up the line
is 6-2, 220 pound senior linebacker
Jim Matter. Matter is known for his
pass coverage and has intercepted
three passes this year.
The Eagle kicking game is handled
by Mike Wold who, like Wayde
Stephens, handles both the punting
and kicking duties. He is numero uno
in Division II in field goals, kicking 9 or
11, including a 47 yarder against
Portland State.
The last home game the Loggers
lost was a 37-14 tilt in 1980 against
Neil Lomax and the then potent PSU
Vikings. Now that record is on the line
and the Loggers need all the vocal
support they can get, so everyone is
encouraged to attend what promises
to be a thrill-a-minute contest!
Photo by Preston A. Patton
ATTENTION:
The Trail is looking for a typesetter
to work on Compugraphic Editwriter 7500. If Interested, call
756-3278.

L isa

McLaughlin
of the UPS Cheer Staff.
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Spikers
Falter
By Sheldon Spencer

Drivstuen eludes Viking tacklers.

Photo by Preston A Patton

Breakfast For Champions
A Weekly Sports Opinion Column
by Sheldon Spencer
The National Football League
player's "work stoppage" is entering
its seventh week, and we now count
ourselves among the thousands who
could not care less.
Our disgust with sports labor
disputes has been demonstrated with
ticket burnings outside of stadiums
and massive boycotts of the player's
union sponsored all-star games. Fortunately, however, that manifest antipathy vented toward the actors in
this national tragedy has not dislodged our deep-rooted love of the
game itself. Sometimes the subconscious mind can provide a surrogate to tide the disaffected over until
the real world gets its act together, as
this writer discovered in the dead of a
Monday night.
After the mind's eye provides you
with the requisite enjoyable dreams
that you instantly forget upon
awakening, it leaves you one dream
to ponder over 10 to 15 minutes
before starting the day. Usually it's a
nightmare better left in the sack, but
on this occasion the Indelible Dream
was a broadcast of a New England
Patriots - Los Angeles Rams game,
played in Schaefer Stadium in Foxboro, Massachusetts. To the best of
our recollection we haven't seen a
Pats - Rams contest in at least two
years, and being that neither of these
clubs rank among our favorites we
find it strange that these teams would
be center stage when dreaming of a
cherished topic. It was a good contest, nevertheless.
Unfortunately, all that we can recount of the affair happened on the
"game's" last two plays. The 60,000
fans rocking Shaefer Stadium in a
frenzy made the play-by-play man
narrating our dream barely audible,
but we could hear him extolling the
virtues of the Patriots' quarterback,
Mike Bragg. Apparently Bragg had
rallied New England from a 23-0

deficit to within two points of tying the
contest, but there were only five
seconds left in regulation and the
Patriots were stuck on the Ram 45
yard line.
Bragg called for a "Hail Mary" in
the huddle; that is, a "bomb" or "fly
pattern" in which three or more
potential receivers run far downfield
and await the passer's heave of a long
pass. The religious connotations arise
from the hope and prayers of the offensive team that the pass will be
caught for a touchdown or maybe
provoke a defensive player into a
pass interference penalty. Anyways,
Bragg took the snap from center, faded back to pass, looked downfield,
cocked his arm - and was sacked for
a loss. This means the end of the
ballgame.
"But wait, there was a flag on the
play. It appears there were offensive
and defensive holding infractions on
the play, and since a game cannot
end on a penalty, the down will be
played over," the broadcaster told
the appreciative dreaming audiences.
That one play meant one more
chance to change the outcome of the
contest. The Patriots decided to try a
field goal that would measure 62
yards, a mere 36 inches short of the
league record, and Mike Bragg, the
quarterback, would do the kicking.
The snap rocketed into the waiting
hands of the holder, who placed the
pigskin quickly onto the astroturf in
textbook fashion. With one windripping swing of his right leg Bragg
sent the ball sailing over the outstretched arms of Rams' defenders and
nearly 10 yards of plastic grass until it
nestled securely in the restraining net
behind the goalposts. New England
had won 24-23, giving the cue to the
partisan to storm onto the field, the
broadcast crew to roll closing credits
and the dream sequence of this Monday evening's sleep to make a slow

fade to black.
Having not been afforded such excitement since nearly 40 evenings
before, when the last NFL game was
played, we found ourselves soaked in
a cold sweat upon awakening. There
was a notion to race to the nearest
television set in hopes of getting a
replay of this action, but we were
stopped in mid-stride by the remembrance of the existance of a player's
strike. So there would be no replays
found because there were no plays to
begin with. So we sat down in mourning.
Still, the fact that this was a dream
does not keep true fans from analyzing what took place. We are still puzzling over why this Mike Bragg person
was the hero in this game. Bragg is indeed a professional football player,
but he was only a punter who was cut
by the Washington Redskins and he
was, last we heard, attempting to land
a job with the Washington Federals of
the fledgling United States Football
League. Furthermore, why would the
Rams - Patriots contest be the focus
of one of our dreams. They are not
scheduled to play each other this
season, but the prospects are good
that New England and Los Angeles
will play next year, given the NFL's
scheduling procedures.
We can come to one conclusion.
Via the expressways of our mind and
pen, you have been given the scoop
on 1983's Patriots - Rams contest.
Notify Mike Bragg that he should give
up his tryout opportunity with the
Federals, move to Foxboro and work
on his passing and placekicking
before he contacts the Patriots. In the
meantime take your bankroll, entrust
it with your local bookie and prepare
to reap dividends about 12 months
from now. There will be a National
Football League season next year, if
you care.

The human buzzsaw that was the
UPS Lady Logger volleyball squad
has experienced a few chinks in the
armor that could hamper its chances
for a post-season playoff berth.
"Everybody looked mentally tired,
and the pressures from mid-term exams may have something to do with
it," Head Coach Scott Cubberly observed in the aftermath of Tuesday
night's road setback at the hands of
the University of Portland. "Play on
both sides was horrible, the matches
were lousy and we seem to have lost
the mental edge we had earlier in the
season," Cubberly added looking
back at the five game decision that included three consecutive losses
(12-15, 11-15, 8-15) coming after
the Lady Loggers had posted a 2
game to 0 lead.
Oregon has not been a friendly
place for the squad, recently. The
University of Portland loss came on
the heels of a disappointing third
place finish at the Southern Oregon
State College tourney in Monmouth
last weekend. The major culprits
responsible for the lackluster showing
were the spikers from Eastern
Oregon State College, a squad the
Lady Loggers had mutilated in
previous contests. Eastern Oregon's
victory in the first round of the
tourney's semi-final action was "the
biggest upset of the year" in Cubberly's opinion.
With about a dozen matches left
on the slate the Lady Loggers are enjoying a successful season as a 33-9
won-lost mark attests to. The addition
of a healthy and Sandy Schornak to
the starting lineup combined with an
easier schedule make the the prospect of a 40-win season a real
possibility. Cubberly hopes the
memory of Tuesday's loss to Portland
will spur his troops on when Portland
comes to the Fieldhouse for a return
engagement slated to start at 7:30
tonight.
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Need a little help putting on that
freshman 15? Pasta Dispatch is only
a phone call away.

if you are not getting enough exercise
or you just want to participate in
friendly competition among fellow
students, perhaps you should check
into intramural sports. This fall's
ultimate (never say frisbee football if
you are concerned with being hip)
season is a fine example of intramural
sports at their best. The one thing you
will have to decide right away is which
kind of team you want to play for. If
you are really a hard core you will
want to find a team of all stars with
third string members of various varsity
Logger teams. Of course you all will
have cleats, and possibly matching
shirts. If you are the type of person

DIMOND

DICK'S PASTA DISPATCH

0
Enjoy the same fine pasta dishes you
savor at Dimond Dick's deli in the
privacy of your own dorm room. Call

One more thanks
We at the Olympian Society would
just like to say thank you to those who
helped us with our awesome
homecoming one more time. We
were so pumped, because it was really bitching. We have made a special
second edition of the four dollar
homecoming 1982 poster suitable
for framing. In fact, we did frame
some. We also wrote a special song
for a man who helped us do such a
bitching job. Sincerely Solid, this is
our way of saying, thank-you. Thank
you for making us look so cool.
Sincerely Solid, we love you so.
Thank you so much for helping.
with our totally bitching show.
we were so awesome,
that much you know.
Sincerely Solid, we would like
to slap your back before we go.
Best Regards
Olympian Society
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this number to order your pasta. If
you mention this ad, Dick will throw in
free soft drinks as well.
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A NOTE from
the OLYMPIAN SOCIETY

who likes to eat bread that could be
used for seed in yourgarden, you will
want to join one of the granola teams
like the Mai Taiers. These guys are
the mellow type who take honey in
their tea and oppose nuclear escalation in their free time. But you will be
amazed what happens to them when
they are on the field. They tackle,
spike, punch, and swear like the
Philadelphia Flyers. Perhaps you are
of greek persuasion and would like to
join the team appropriate to yourii ii,
peers. This brings up the point of living group territorialism. By the way,
dorm teams are no better about this.
This fall there were actually fights on
the IM frisbee field. Yes, now you
have an opportunity to participate in a
real sports fight. Just picture yourself
on a blustery fall afternoon, squaring
off with a formidable opponent, over a
frisbee. So sign yourself up to play
intramurals today, and you too can
make trite comments about light beer.

GOOD
NEWS for
KUPS
Last Friday KUPS FM received the
proverbial thumbs up fom the University Board of Trustees to increase
power from 10 to 100 watts.
Presently your overpriced ASB cubic
ft. refrigerator's lightbulb generates
more power than the booming KUPS
tower stapled to the SUB. Corporal
Maltman issued a press release
stating that soon KUPS will be broadcasting to the entire east University of
Puget Sound basin. Private Thompsen reportedly stated that the good
news for KUPS is two fold. First the
power increase, and secondly they
have taken measures to eliminate
subversive persons recently
discovered to be on their staff. Colonel Elliott plans to "stay the course."
He intends to use the extra power to
"balance off" the bias broadcasting of
such rebellious stations as
Evergreen, Green River, Bates VocTech, and of course that oupost of
rebel broadcast Mercer Island High.
Hopefully the new KUPS will be able
to put an end to this undermining of
authority once and for all.

Hats off to the Beta house for
serenading TENZLER HALL on Tuesday night BEFORE quiet hours.
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PLEDGE SALE
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Sigma Epsilon Chi pledge to be auctioned. Notice that Muffy Davis
comes with all of the options.

Factory Air
Automatic Defrost

Rack and Pinion Steering
High Impact Bumpers

Manual Transmission
Bucket Seat

Slotted Mags

Power Disk Brakes

Hydraulic Shocks with low ride option
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Other Options Available:
Rear Wiper
Custom Dash
Stylish Glove Box
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"Who's going to try me next" pose
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